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Mathematics is the instrument that brings about the mediation between theory and
practice, between thought and observation; it builds the connecting bridge and designs
it increasingly robust. So it is that all our present culture, insofar as it is based on
intellectual penetration and instrumentalization of nature, finds its foundation in
mathematics.
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SUMMARY
This research addresses the modeling of randomly distributed surface-breaking mi-
crocracks and their effects on higher harmonic generation in Rayleigh surface waves.
The modeling is based on micromechanical considerations of rough surface contact.
A microcrack does not necessarily have the same opening state along the entire crack
path. More precisely, it can have different opening states, ranging from fully-opened
to fully-closed. In the remaining crack parts the rough crack faces are in asperity
contact. The normal contact stress at the interface is in an equilibrium state due to
internal stress in the solid. This contact stress is alternated by the normal stress of an
incident Rayleigh wave. On the basis that every crack part can be described by a lo-
cal stress-strain relationship, the whole crack is described by its effective stress-strain
relationship, which is the result of a weighted average of all the local stress-strain
relationships. While this type of Contact Acoustic Nonlinearity (CAN) – the nonlin-
ear interface loading and unloading due to normal wave incidence – generates the full
spectrum of higher harmonics, only odd harmonics are generated in the case of the
“stick-slip” mechanism, which is the second type of CAN this research investigates.
Stick-slip occurs when the static friction force threshold is overcome temporarily due
to the Rayleigh wave shear stress. The different crack opening states are accounted
for by an area-weighted normal force since no normal force evolves in fully-opened
crack parts , whereas in fully-closed and asperity contact parts different normal forces
develop.
The derived effective stress-strain relationship is implemented into a finite element
model by means of a Mooney-Rivlin hyperelasticity model whose input parameters
xix
are optimized using a least-squares optimization. Moreover, the frictional interfaces
are implemented into a finite element model by using a master-slave contact surface
approach and constraining the opening of the contact to prevent wave rectification.
The evolution of acoustic nonlinearity in Rayleigh waves is studied for varying crack
densities, opening state percentages and RMS roughnesses of crack faces. The non-





This chapter introduces the importance and effectiveness of nonlinear ultrasonic
(NLU) methods in nondestructive evaluation (NDE) and provides some background
knowledge about the concepts of Contact Acoustic Nonlinearity (CAN) and the mech-
anisms which can cause microcracking in structures.
1.1 Motivation
The popularity of metals in engineering applications can be explained by their ad-
vantageous material properties. Strength, stiffness, hardness, and tolerance of high
temperatures prompt engineers to make use of them in a great variety of applica-
tions [13]. Nevertheless, metals when exposed to a combination of tensile stress and a
corrosive environment can become susceptible to corrosion. Stress-Corrosion Cracking
(SCC) causes microstructural changes in a material which can lead to microcracking.
For instance, these SCC cracks pose a serious threat to the structural integrity of
nuclear power plants. Unfortunately, traditional ultrasonic NDE methods are not
capable of accurately detecting these cracks, especially when they are partially closed
due to a temporary shut-down of the plant and the removal of tensile stress fields [33].
However, these cracks can cause tremendously high acoustic nonlinearity due to CAN
mechanisms ( [9], [40]). As a result, new methods are developed to detect SCC cracks
by monitoring the acoustic nonlinearity. Nonlinear ultrasonic (NLU) techniques have
been shown to be able to detect material degradation early ( [20], [21]), [44], [45])
and they can help prevent macroscopic failure of components during service.
Note that SCC is only one type of material degradation mechanism; for instance,
fatigue also causes a change in a material’s microstructure and decreases material
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strength. Independent of the specific mechanism, macroscopic failures often attract
attention to themselves because they have significant precursors. In fact, in the
previously mentioned cases, the initiation and growth of microcracks precede the
complete loss of structural integrity. NLU techniques are able to quantitatively eval-
uate damage by analysing the generated acoustic nonlinearity by defects in an input
probing ultrasonic signal. Since microcracks typically initiate on the material surface,
Rayleigh surface waves whose energy is confined to the near-surface region are highly
advantageous to evaluate this type of damage and find defects in the near-surface
region. The knowledge of the dependency of acoustic nonlinearity on crack density
and other parameters is of high interest to gain a better understanding of nonlinear
wave propagation in microcracked components and wave-defect interaction.
1.2 Problem Statement
This research investigates how the acoustic nonlinearity in Rayleigh surface waves
depends on parameters such as crack density and crack face roughness. In order
to answer this question, a micromechanical model to describe the contact problem
of rough by internal stresses compressed crack faces under a Rayleigh surface wave
drive needs to be developed, implemented into a finite element model which allows for
effective Rayleigh wave generation, and then studied for varying microcrack densities
of randomly distributed surface-breaking microcracks. The ultimate objective of this
research approach is to predict the absolute acoustic nonlinearity for microcracked
components.
1.3 Literature Review
The theoretical background related to this research reaches back several decades.
Probably the first study on acoustic harmonic generation from an interface and a
crack was performed in 1978 by Buck et al. [9] who investigated the harmonic gener-
ation at unbonded interfaces and fatigue cracks.
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In 1979, Richardson [36] studied the nonlinear dynamics of a system which is com-
posed of an unbonded planar interface separating two semi-infinite linear elastic me-
dia. The nonlinearity originates from the opening and closing of the interface. Since
the interface is unbonded, it is not able to support tension. Thus, it opens up in the
tension phase of an incident wave.
Solodov et al. ( [40], [34]) investigated different mechanisms of CAN, amongst others
the “clapping” of crack faces, a frictional interface under a shear wave drive and sub-
harmonic generation. Anomalously high nonlinearity is reported which is promising
for NDE applications.
Back in 1966, Greenwood and Williamson [18] proposed an elastic contact model for
the contact of nominally flat surfaces. The asperities are assumed to be elastic hemi-
spherical bumps whose top heights are distributed according to a probability density
function.
In 1997, Nazarov and Sutin [30] derived the nonlinearity parameter for elastic solids
including randomly distributed penny-shaped cracks. The contact between rough
crack faces is assumed to be elastic. The interfaces are compressed by an internal
stress in the solid.
Cantrell [10] used the rough surface model of Nazarov and Sutin [30] to derive the
acoustic nonlinearity from randomly distributed cracks in a solid and introduces an
acoustic nonlinearity parameter for cracks βcrk, which relates contact properties at
the interface to the generated acoustic nonlinearity.
In 2001, Kawashima et al. [23] numerically investigated second harmonic generation
(SHG) due to minute surface cracks using self-defined finite elements. The crack faces
are assumed to be perfectly flat and parallel. The stress-strain relationship describing
the crack is assumed to be a superposition of different bimodular stress-strain rela-
tionships accounting for different states of opening.
3
1.4 Outline
Chapter 1 introduces the field of non-destructive evaluation (NDE) and underlines
the advantages of nonlinear ultrasonic (NLU) methods. Furthermore, it provides the
research questions we want to answer with this research and a literature review show-
ing previous work in related topics.
Chapter 2 discusses aspects of linear wave propagation in a linear elastic, isotropic,
and macroscopical homogeneous solid. After that, particular wave phenomena of in-
terest are discussed in more detail. At the end of Chapter 2 a brief introduction into
the theory of nonlinear wave propagation in general and nonlinear Rayleigh surface
waves in particular is given.
Chapter 3 discusses two exemplary mechanisms for microcracking in structures: stress-
corrosion cracking (SCC) and fatigue.
Chapter 4 presents a micromechanical model for the contact problem of rough sur-
faces under Rayleigh wave incidence.
Chapter 5 gives remarks on the finite element model that is developed to generate
Rayleigh waves and to investigate the effect randomly distributed surface microcracks
have on initially monochromatic Rayleigh waves.
Chapter 6 summarizes the numerical results concerning SHG for varying crack den-
sities, opening state percentages and crack face roughness values. Moreover, odd
harmonic generation due to frictional interfaces under Rayleigh wave incidence is
shown.
Finally, Chapter 7 draws a conclusion and mentions possible future work.
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CHAPTER II
FUNDAMENTALS OF WAVE PROPAGATION IN SOLIDS
This chapter presents the fundamentals of wave propagation in linear elastic, isotropic,
and macroscopical homogeneous solids and is based on the mathematical derivations
of Achenbach [1], Graff [17], and Viktorov [43]. After deriving the linear wave equa-
tion, we introduce common wave phenomena which play a major role in this research
and discuss both nonlinear wave propagation in general and nonlinear Rayleigh sur-
face waves in particular.





Figure 2.1: Balance of linear momentum for Cauchy’s first law of motion.
The integral form of the balance of linear momentum for a domain with an arbitrary









in which tj is the traction vector, bi represents the body forces and ui the displace-
ments [1].
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We now want to write the balance of linear momentum in terms of the Cauchy
stress σij. Using Cauchy’s stress formula, the traction tj across an arbitrary plane
of orientation can be obtained by multiplying the Cauchy stress with the outward
pointing unit normal vector ni of this arbitrary plane of orientation
tj = σijni (2)
in which ni is the unit normal vector on the surface S. In order to perform a vector
integral transformation to write Equation 1 in terms of volume integrals, we make
use of the divergence theorem.
2.1.1 Divergence Theorem
The divergence theorem states that the integral of the outer normal component of
a vector over the closed surface S is equal to the integral of the divergence of the
vector over the volume bounded by the closed surface, i.e. the outward flux of the
displacement field u through the closed surface S equals its sources and sinks in the
volume [1].
Theorem 1 (Divergence Theorem): Consider a region B of volume V, bounded by
a surface S. Furthermore, consider the vector field v with continuously differentiable








in which ni are the components of the unit vector along the outer normal to the surface
S.
Making use of the divergence theorem, we can express Equation 1 in terms of the










which can be written by rearranging as∫
V
(σij,j + ρbi − ρüi)dV = 0. (5)
Since Equation 5 must hold for any arbitrary closed small volume V in the body,
Cauchy’s first law of motion follows as
σij,j + ρbi = ρüi. (6)
2.2 Linear Stress and Strain
Stress σij and strain εkl are linked to each other by a stress-strain relationship. This
relationship can be written by means of the fourth-order elastic stiffness tensor Cijkl
leading to the generalized Hooke’s law
σij = Cijklεkl (7)
with Cijkl having 81 components. However, making use of the symmetry of both
stress and strain tensors
Cijkl = Cjikl or Cijkl = Cijlk (8)
and thermodynamic considerations
Cijkl = Cklij, (9)
the number of independent components reduces to 21. If, additionally, isotropy is
assumed, the number of independent components reduces to two, the so-called Lamé
parameters λ and µ
λ =
Eν





with E being the Young’s modulus and ν the Poisson’s ratio.
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Therefore, in the case of a linear elastic, macroscopical homogeneous, isotropic solid
the stress-strain relationship from Equation 7 becomes
σij = λεkkδij + 2µεij (11)
with δij being the Kronecker delta (δij = 1 for i = j, δij = 0 for i 6= j).
2.3 The Wave Equation for a Linear Elastic Solid
Furthermore, under the assumption of infinitesimal strains we can write the linear




(ui,j + uj,i). (12)
By neglecting the body forces and making use of the previous made derivations, we
get the elastic wave equation
µui,jj + (λ+ µ)uj,ji = ρüi (13)
which can be rewritten using vector instead of index notation
µ∇2u+ (λ+ µ)∇∇ · u = ρü. (14)
2.3.1 Helmholtz Decomposition
One way to solve the system of coupled partial differential equations in Equation 14
is to use the Helmholtz Decomposition, i.e. we define both a scalar potential and a
vector potential in order to express the displacement field u in Equation 14 by the
two potentials.
Theorem 2 (Helmholtz Decomposition): The displacement field u can be de-
composed by defining a scalar potential Φ and a vector potential ψ
u = ∇Φ + ∇×ψ with ∇ ·ψ = 0. (15)
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Notice that the zero-divergence condition is needed in order to uniquely relate the three
components of the displacement field u to the four components of the scalar and vector
potentials Φ and ψ.
Substituting Equation 15 into the system of three coupled partial differential equa-
tions in Equation 14 uncouples the system of equations into
∇2Φ = 1
c2L
Φ̈ and ∇2ψ = 1
c2S
ψ̈, (16)
which depend only on the scalar potential and vector potential respectively, with
cL and cS being the longitudinal and shear wave velocity. Based on Equation 10,
the longitudinal and shear wave velocity can also be written in terms of the Lamé











2.4.1 Plane Waves in Unbound Media
In the following derivations, the plane wave assumption, i.e. the assumption of a
wave with constant stress, strain and displacement in a plane perpendicular to its
direction of propagation p, is made. Considering such a plane wave propagating in
an unbound medium with the wave velocity c and the direction of particle motion,
expressed by the unit vector d, we can write the displacement in terms of the unit
propagation vector p and the position vector x in the plane wave equation
u = f(x · p− ct)d. (18)
It is clear that this expression describes a plane of constant phase normal to the
propagation vector p (x · p− ct = const. required).
Substituting our new expression for the displacement into Equation 14 leads to
(µ− ρ · c2)d+ (λ+ µ)(p · d)p = 0. (19)
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Equation 19 is satisfied by requiring the propagation vector p to be parallel to the
direction of motion d,
d = ±p and accordingly p · d = ±1. (20)
This corresponds to a particle motion parallel to the propagation direction and is the






Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of a propagating longitudinal wave.
Figure 2.2: Schematic of longitudinal wave propagation [4].
However, Equation 19 is also satisfied by requiring the propagation vector p to be
perpendicular to the direction of motion
p · d = 0. (22)






Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of a propagating shear wave.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of shear wave propagation [4].
2.4.2 Mode Conversion, Reflection and Transmission at a Solid-Solid In-
terface
The previous relationships are derived under the assumption of an infinite medium.
However, in reality waves often encounter boundaries while propagating. As shown in
Figure 2.4, a longitudinal wave Pi under oblique incidence hits a solid-solid interface
which causes both a reflected longitudinal Pr, a transmitted longitudinal Pt, and due
to the phenomenon of mode conversion, a reflected and transmitted shear vertical
wave (SV-wave) SVr and SVt. Analogously this occurs under SV-wave incidence.
However, under the incidence of horizontally polarized shear waves (SH-waves) no
mode conversion occurs, regardless of the angle of incidence. Note that also under
normal incidence no mode conversion occurs, no matter if longitudinal, vertically or
horizontally polarized shear waves are incident.
According to Snell’s Law, Equation 24 describes the transmission and reflection of
waves at a solid-solid interface for longitudinal and shear wave incidence respectively.
While the first index of the wave velocities stands for the type of wave, i.e. either
longitudinal (L) or shear (S) wave, the second index refers to either “incident” (i),

















Figure 2.4: Reflected and transmitted waves at a solid-solid interface.
2.4.3 Reflection of Plane Waves at a Stress-Free Boundary
We observe another wave phenomenon when waves are incident on a stress-free bound-
ary. Figure 2.5 shows a schematic of an incident SV-wave at a stress-free boundary,
which can be idealized as a solid-vacuum interface.
Figure 2.5: SV-wave incident on a stress-free boundary.
Note that no transmitted but only reflected waves exist in the case of a solid-vacuum
interface. The reflected SV-wave propagates under an angle ΩSr = ΩSi, the reflected






According to Snell’s law, the following relationships between the angles of incident
and reflected waves have to be satisfied
kSisin(ΩSi) = kLrsin(ΩLr) = kSrsin(ΩSr). (26)
in which kL and kS are the wavenumbers of longitudinal and shear wave respectively.
In two cases no mode conversion occurs: ΩSi = 0, which means normal incidence at





being the shear wave critical
angle. In the latter case, only the SV-wave is reflected whereas the reflected P-wave
becomes evanescent and generates a longitudinal surface wave. Comparable effects
can be seen for transmitted waves across a solid-solid interface for an appropriate
combination of materials. This phenomenon of waves traveling closely confined to a
stress-free surface leads directly to the subject of Rayleigh waves which are discussed
in more detail in the following section.
2.5 Rayleigh Surface Waves
This section presents some important properties of Rayleigh surface waves. The
derivations in this section leading to the displacement fields of Rayleigh waves are
based on Herrmann et al. [21], Viktorov [43], and Rose [38] and play an important
role in understanding the micromechanical model for the nonlinearity of microcracks
in Chapter 4.
Let us consider a two-dimensional Rayleigh wave propagating in the positive x direc-
tion while the z axis points into the depth of the half-space. Then we can express the






with cR being the phase velocity of the Rayleigh wave with wavenumber kR. Since
this displacement field has to satisfy the equation of motion, we get the solution of
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the system of equations for the non-trivial parameters B and D
(
c2Lb
2 − (c2L − c2R)k2R
) (
c2Sb
2 − (c2S − c2R)k2R
)
= 0. (28)
By setting each term in Equation 28 to zero we get four solutions for b. However,
only the following two are physically acceptable since b has to be positive for decaying



























































In order to determine the relationship between the parameters B and D, we use the
stress boundary conditions at the stress-free surface. Therefore, we require σzz = 0
and σxz = 0 at z = 0.

































The phase shift between the displacements ux and uz is 90
◦. The equation for the



























Note that the Rayleigh wave phase velocity is independent of the Rayleigh wavelength
λR. Here the weakly-dispersive character of Rayleigh surface waves becomes clear.
The particles at the surface perform an ellipsoidal motion which is counterclockwise
until a specific depth in the material (according to [38] approx. 0.2 λR). In greater
depth, the sign of the horizontal displacement component changes and the particle
rotation becomes clockwise.
Figure 2.6: Schematic of Rayleigh wave propagation with ellipsoidal particle motion.
2.5.1 Generation of Rayleigh Surface Waves
In the literature, different techniques of experimental Rayleigh wave generation can
be found, e.g. the comb and the wedge technique [43]. Despite being originally
an experimental technique, this research utilizes the wedge technique to numerically
excite Rayleigh waves in the finite-element model proposed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.7: Wedge-specimen assembly for Rayleigh surface wave generation.
A requirement to excite Rayleigh surface waves is the appropriate choice of material
combination and the angle of incidence. According to Snell’s law, the Rayleigh critical







for a longitudinal wave velocity in the wedge cLW being smaller than the Rayleigh
wave speed cRS in the specimen. In order to excite Rayleigh waves, ΩRS must be 90
◦






2.6 Nonlinear Wave Propagation
As already mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, nonlinear ultrasonic methods
are more sensitive to microstructural changes in the material than linear methods.
Thus, using only linear wave theory cannot be valuable to describe nonlinear wave
phenomena such as higher harmonic generation. This section gives a brief introduc-
tion into nonlinear wave propagation.
To clarify the effect nonlinear media have on ultrasonic waves, we compare the two
schematics in Figure 2.8. The left schematic describes the input-output relationship
in a linear medium. The right schematic shows this relationship for a nonlinear
medium. When using a monochromatic sinusoidal input to a linear medium, the
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output signal might have another amplitude but it will still be monochromatic at the
same frequency as in the input. In contrast, a monochromatic sinusoidal input to a
nonlinear medium gets distorted due to the nonlinear stress-strain relationship of the
medium by which higher harmonics are generated in the output signal.
Figure 2.8: Comparison of linear and nonlinear media concerning input-output rela-
tions.
The following derivation of the nonlinear wave equation is based on the work of
Hamilton and Blackstock [19].








CijklmnEijEklEmn + ... (38)
























being the Lagrangian strain tensor in vectorial and indicial notation respectively. In





which transforms the coordinates of a point in the reference configuration Cref into
the deformed configuration Cdef .
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Having defined the deformation gradient in Equation 40, we introduce the first Piola-


















with Mijklmn being a higher-order tensor which can be rewritten as
Mijklmn = Cijklmn + Cijlnδkm + Cjnklδim + Cjlmnδik. (43)



















































C111 is the third-order elastic constant in Voigt notation.
A detailed derivation of the nonlinearity parameter β due to weak material nonlin-
earity, e.g. inherent lattice anharmonicity, precipitates or vacancies, can be found in
Hamilton and Blackstock [19].
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Furthermore, the desription of β in terms of displacement amplitudes A1 and A2 of
the first and second harmonic wave are derived for the case of a harmonic wave of
amplitude A and frequency ω for the following excitation signal
u(x, t) = Asin(kLx− ωt). (49)
For this excitation the nonlinear wave equation can be solved to
u(x, t) = A1sin(kLx− ωt) + A2sin(2kLx− 2ωt) + O







in which O denotes the sum of higher order contributions to the displacement.





As it can be clearly seen in Equation 51, the acoustic nonlinearity parameter is propor-





2.7 Nonlinear Rayleigh Surface Waves
Herrmann et al. [21] showed that the displacement field of the second harmonic
























Due to vanishing of the third order elastic constants for shear deformation in an
isotropic material, the generation of second harmonic components is solely due to
longitudinal deformation. We now combine Equation 51, Equation 53 (2), the vertical
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The acoustic nonlinearity parameter β can be expressed by the out-of-plane displace-


















3.1 Stress-Corrosion Cracking (SCC)
The nuclear power industry expresses interest in extending licenses for nuclear power
plants to last for approximately 80 years. This calls for structures and components
to act reliably under the environmental conditions, i.e. stress, temperature, corrosive
environment, present in the nuclear reactor applications during this extended life-
time. Despite improvements in the control of environmental conditions which have
reduced the SCC failures, SCC still remains a major safety concern in primary loop
piping components. Therefore, reliable quantitative characterization of SCC damage
is needed. Nonlinear methods show great potential to monitor a material’s damage
state. The following sections will briefly introduce one of the major driving forces of
SCC in austenitic stainless steels (“Sensitization”) and intergranular microcracking
in these materials.
3.1.1 Driving force of SCC: Sensitization
The material property “stainless” in the context of corrosion seems to be misleading.
In austenitic stainless steel, chromium is added in order to increase corrosion resis-
tance. Nevertheless, corrosion-resistent alloys show susceptability to SCC, after their
grain boundaries become depleted of corrosion inhibiting elements such as chromium.
This depletion near grain boundaries is called “sensitization.” Sensitization occurs
when austenitic steels are held at temperatures between 400 ◦C and 800 ◦C. In this
temperature range, carbon diffuses to the grain boundaries [27]. As can be seen in
Figure 3.1 (left), the carbon (denoted by black circles) reacts with chromium (de-
noted by blue circles) to form chromium carbides (denoted by yellow ellipses) which
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precipitate at the grain boundaries. This sensitization is responsible for a decrease
in the elementary chromium content, which makes the steel susceptible to corrosion
in chromium depleted zones near the grain boundaries (denoted by the black shaded
area).
Figure 3.1: Chromium carbide precipitation at grain boundaries because of sensiti-
zation (left) and film rupture under tensile stress because of local plastic deformation
(right).
Of course heating temperature is not the only factor influencing the chromium deple-
tion in the near grain boundary regions. Heating time and exposure to environment
also influence the sensitization process [27]. After falling below a minimum threshold
value of chromium content, the austenitic steel becomes susceptible to intergranular
stress-corrosion cracking (IGSCC). As will be described in the following section, inter-
granular corrosion (IGC) takes place at these boundaries of crystallites of austenitic
stainless steel because of their higher susceptibility to corrosion than the grain insides.
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Figure 3.2 and 3.3 show micrographs of unsensitized and heavily sensitized 304 stain-
less steel. As can be clearly seen, chromium carbide precipitates at the grain bound-
aries in the sensitized microstructure.
3.1.2 Anodic Stress-Corrosion Cracking
Anodic SCC is dominated by the process of anodic metal dissolution in which atoms
serve as a electron donator. These atoms then become positively charged ions which
can react with the surrounding medium, forming a passive oxide layer on the surface
of the material. In forming this oxide film, the material is prevented from further
oxidation.
Figure 3.2: Unsensitized microstructure
of 304 stainless steel [46].
Figure 3.3: Heavily sensitized mi-
crostructure of 304 stainless steel [46].
Figure 3.1 (right) shows a schematic of the process of anodic SCC. Under application
of a tensile stress, the oxide film ruptures at points of localized plastic strain (denoted
by the red semi-circle), especially at the crack tip. As a result, the anodic partial
reaction takes place in the freshly cracked areas. The cathodic partial reaction occurs
in the areas of passivation.
Anodic SCC can artificially be accelerated by using a SCC cell in which the sample
is exposed to a corrosive medium and tensile stress for a longer time [48], [27].
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3.1.3 Intergranular Microcracking
As the corrosion process proceeds, the microcrack propagates along grain boundaries,
especially the chromium-depleted zones (denoted by the red dotted line in Figure
3.4). The microcracks start to evolve from scratches or imperfections in the material
surface. As observed by Zeitvogel et al. [48] the microcracks close due to internal
stresses in the solid after removing the tensile stress.
Figure 3.4: Schematic of a microcrack propagating along chromium-depleted near-
grain boundary zones.
It is the fundamental research aim of this thesis to model the dynamic behavior of
these microcracks and to study the effect random microcrack distributions have on
Rayleigh waves. In later stages of SCC damage, these microcracks coalesce and form
macroscopic cracks which cause low dispersion but high attenuation in ultrasonic
waves. Thus, macrocracks can be measured via linear ultrasonic methods and are
therefore beyond the scope of this research.
Figure 3.5 shows a cut through a specimen to evaluate the microcrack depth. Figure
3.6 shows a scanning electron microscope image of intergranular cracks [35]. Figure
3.7 shows a micrograph of the polished material surface of 1018 cold rolled steel [48].
Before taking the micrograph, the passive oxide layer is removed by polishing.
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Figure 3.5: Cut through a specimen to
evaluate the microcrack depth [48].
Figure 3.6: Scanning electron micro-
scope image of an intergranular fracture
characteristic of SCC [35].
Figure 3.7: Micrograph of polished 1018 cold rolled steel specimen surface showing
distributed surface-breaking SCC microcracks [49].
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3.2 Fatigue Damage
Besides SCC, another primary reason for failure of structural components is fatigue.
ASTM, the American Society for Testing and Materials, defines fatigue as:
“...the process of progressive localized permanent structural change occurring in a
material subjected to conditions that produce fluctuating stresses and strains at some
point or points and that may culminate in cracks or complete fracture after a sufficient
number of fluctuations [2].”
The life of a fatigue crack consists of two parts, the initiation and the crack propa-
gation [31]. During the initiation of a fatigue crack, dislocations play a major role.
They pile up and form persistent slip bands. Due to cyclic loading, the material slides
along these slip bands resulting in parts of the material which rise above the material
surface (“extrusions”) or fall below the surface (“intrusions”). The stresses at the
surface (for example, due to bending and torsional loading) are higher than in the
bulk of the material and the environmental conditions at the surface promote fatigue
damage. Therefore, fatigue cracks usually initiate at the material surface.
Figure 3.8: Mechanism causing extrusions and intrusions at the material surface [37].
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3.2.1 Extrusions and Intrusions
As can be seen in Figure 3.8, in the first tensile phase slip bands 1 and 4 are active.
After that, during compressional phase, slip bands 2 and 3 are active. This results
in both an extrusion and an intrusion. Figure 3.9 (left) shows an extrusion on a
metal surface. On the right side of Figure 3.9, a schematic illustrates the slip bands
causing extrusions and intrusions. Intrusions most likely serve as initiation points of
microcracking.
Crack initiation takes place in the presence of plastic flow which may be caused by
local stress concentrations at surface scratches. Usually cracks form where persistent
slip bands reach the surface of the specimen. The plastic flow in a material is to a
great extent confined to localized slip bands. Therefore, crack initiation often happens
where these bands of slip build extrusions and intrusions at the surface which serve
as nucleation sites for cracks.
Figure 3.9: Real extrusion and intrusion (left) and schematic of slip-bands (right)
[31].
Figure 3.10 shows four different stages of fatigue damage. The upper left picture
shows a polished metal surface at zero stress cycles. The picture on the upper right
side shows the same metal surface after n = 2000 stress cycles. Obviously, extrusions
and intrusions form and can be clearly seen on the micrograph.
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The lower left picture illustrates the fatigue damage due to n = 4000 stress cycles.
The extrusions and intrusions become more and more clear and the fatigue damage
more severe. The lower right picture shows the result of n = 6000 stress cycles, where
a fatigue microcrack has formed at the material surface.
Figure 3.10: Schematic showing stages of fatigue damage on a steel specimen surface
for 0, 2000, 4000, and 6000 cyclic loadings [37].
The following chapter presents a micromechanical model for microcracks which is not
limited to one mechanism causing microcracking but flexible for different mechanisms.
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CHAPTER IV
MICROMECHANICAL MODEL FOR THE
NONLINEARITY OF MICROCRACKS
This chapter introduces a new modeling concept for microcracks and their effect
on ultrasonic Rayleigh waves. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of a microcrack which is
initially closed, and a Rayleigh wave propagating through the microcrack. During the
phase of compressional stress (σxx < 0) of the incident ultrasonic wave (–) (Figure 4.1
(a)) the microcrack is compressed further and this compressional as well as shear stress
are transmitted across the crack faces. At a transition point from compressional (–) to
tensile (+) stress, the stress at the interface can be reduced to zero and the interface
is about to open (Figure 4.1 (b)). During the following phase of tensile stress (+)
(σxx > 0), the microcrack is opened which results in zero stress transmission across the
crack faces (Figure 4.1 (c)). Thus, a rectification of the original sinusoidal waveform
occurs, i.e. the crack faces only transmit the compressional and not the tensile stress
of the ultrasonic wave. Despite having drawn a simplified picture of a microcrack,
this schematic makes clear that an ultrasonic wave gets distorted due to the nonlinear
effect of the microcrack itself. This distortion expresses itself in acoustic nonlinearity,
i.e. the generation of higher harmonics in an initially monochromatic ultrasonic
wave. As can be seen in the micrograph of a real intergranular SCC microcrack
in Figure 4.1 (right), both the dynamic behavior of the crack under wave incidence
and its associated modeling problem become more complex. Some parts of the real
microcrack can be partially closed, while others are either fully-closed or fully-opened.
Furthermore, the crack faces are not perfectly flat but rough and carry tiny asperities
which are compressed due to internal stress σint in the solid which is acting on this
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rough interface (Figure 4.2 (a)). The normal stress of an ultrasonic wave σxx(t)
alternates this equilibrium stress state (Figure 4.2 (b)). At the tops of the asperities,
small contact spots develop which represent the real area of contact. This real area
of contact is much smaller than the nominal contact area of the whole interface.
Figure 4.1: Schematic of a closed microcrack compressed under compressional stress
(–) and opened under tensile stress (+) (t1 < t2 < t3) (left) and micrograph of a real
intergranular SCC microcrack at 500x magnification (right) [12].
As a result of the perturbative Rayleigh wave normal stress, the real area of contact
becomes greater and smaller, i.e. the asperities on the crack faces become more and
less deformed. This implies that only in an extreme case of very high amplitude
incident waves, the internal stress is overcome, the crack faces totally separate and
the so-called “clapping” of crack faces may occur.
Against the background of investigating the dependency of acoustic nonlinearity from
microcracks on parameters such as crack density, we choose the finite element method
(FEM) to perform numerical studies. FEM modeling has been shown in previous
works to be a valuable method to numerically describe wave propagation and the
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interaction with defects ( [15], [32]). After studying the suitability of built-in features
in ABAQUS to model microcracks, e.g. finite elements which do not support any
tensile stiffness (“bimodular stiffness elements”), this research takes another approach
for numerically modeling microcracks. Since built-in features seem to be too rigid to
describe the actual nature of the problem, their use is fundamentally limited.
Figure 4.2: Schematic of a single microcrack under (a) an internal stress σint and (b)
an internal and an additional perturbative stress σxx(t) of an ultrasonic wave which
gets distorted due to the nonlinear dynamics of the microcrack.
Therefore, we describe a microcrack by an “effective stress-strain relationship” which
mimics the gross effect this microcrack has on incident Rayleigh surface waves. The
effective stress-strain relationship results from a weighted average of local stress-strain
relationships describing different states of contact along the crack path. This is valid
when the wavelength is much greater than the size of microcracks and the microcracks
are uniformly distributed in the material. Since the properties of the microcrack are
averaged, our model can also be understood as describing distributed microcracks
with each microcrack as a whole being in a different state of contact.
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4.1 Effective Stress-Strain Relationship
A microcrack is assumed to have different states of contact along its crack path. Each
contact state is described by a particular local stress-strain relationship accounting
for the specific contact properties in these parts of the crack. One stress-strain re-
lationship accounts for – due to internal stress – the fully-closed parts of the crack,
whereas another local stress-strain relationship accounts for the fully-opened parts of
the crack. A third local stress-strain relationship accounts for crack parts in which
asperity contact takes place.
In this third case, the perturbative normal stress σxx(t) of a Rayleigh wave alternates
the contact normal stress σn between the two extrema of 1) the internal stress plus
the ultrasonic normal stress and 2) the internal stress minus the ultrasonic normal
stress (Figure 4.2 b)).
The following sections summarize the assumptions of the chosen rough surface contact
model which is used to derive the nonlinear stress-strain relationship accounting for
asperity contact crack parts. Moreover, the local stress-strain relationships describing
the different contact states along the crack path are discussed in more detail.
4.1.1 Model Assumptions and Justifications




⇒ Assumption 1 is plausible since typical lengths of microcracks are on the order
of micrometers, whereas the Rayleigh wavelength is in the millimeter range for
the frequency (f = 2MHz) typically used in the experiments by Marino et al. [26]
and Thiele et al. [41].
A2 No bulk deformation occurs due to deformation of asperities. The deformation
of one asperity does not effect the deformation of a neighboring asperity.
⇒ Assumption 2 is valid if contact spots are small compared to the distance
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between neighboring asperities. This is a good approximation since most often,
as can be seen also in this research, the real contact area is a small fraction of
the nominal contact area [16].
A3 Only the linear contribution of the lattice structure is considered. Therefore,
the single source of acoustic nonlinearity is the nonlinear dynamics of the mi-
crocrack.
⇒ Assumption 3 is reasonable since the acoustic nonlinearity caused by micro-
cracks has been reported by many authors ( [9], [11], [40]) to be much higher
than the classical material nonlinearity.
A4 Asperity tops have the shape of hemispheres of equal radii and act as elastic
bumps.
⇒ Assumption 4 is chosen in accordance to the classical rough surface con-
tact model of Greenwood and Williamson [18] which builds upon the Hertzian
contact theory [42].
A5 The asperity top heights are randomly distributed following a χ2-probability
density function.
⇒ Assumption 5 is chosen in order to mathematically describe the stochastic
nature of rough surfaces. A χ2-probability density function has been found to
be a more realistic distribution function than exponential and Gaussian distri-
bution functions (Kim et al. [24]).
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4.1.2 Contact State 1: “Fully-Closed”
Contact state 1 accounts for all crack parts in which the asperities perfectly fit into
each other (Figure 4.3 (left)), e.g. in freshly cracked parts. This contact state in
which the two crack faces are assumed to be perfectly matched due to internal stress
in the solid is described by a linear stress-strain relationship
σ1(ε) = Eε. (56)
These parts remain fully-closed even under an incident Rayleigh wave.
Figure 4.3: Schematic of fully-closed crack parts (left), linear stress-strain relation-
ship describing these crack parts (right).
4.1.3 Contact State 2: “Fully-Opened”
Contact state 2 accounts for all parts of the microcrack which remain permanently
open (Figure 4.4 (left)). As a result, neither normal nor shear stresses are transmitted
across the crack faces (Equation 57) and the local stress-strain relationship describing
these crack parts becomes
σ2(ε) = 0. (57)
These parts remain fully-opened even under an incident Rayleigh wave.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of fully-opened crack parts (left), zero stress transmission in
these crack parts (right).
4.1.4 Contact State 3: “Asperity Contact”
Contact state 1 and 2 define the two extrema of fully-closed and fully-opened crack
parts. Thus, in the remaining parts of a microcrack the crack faces are separated
by a distance which allows for asperity contact. Due to for example, the corrosion
process on stress-corroded crack faces, the asperities do not match. Internal stress in
the solid brings the asperities into contact and small plastic deformation occurs at the
asperity tops which form small contact spots. The incident ultrasonic wave perturbs
this equilibrium state and periodically increases and decreases the real contact area.
4.1.4.1 Rough Surface Contact Model
Based on the work of Greenwood and Williamson [18] on the elastic contact of hemi-
spherical asperities, this section discusses the derivation of the nonlinear stress-strain
relationship
σ3(ε) = C(ε)ε (58)
accounting for asperity contact crack parts. Following the schematic in Figure 4.5
(top) we assume asperity contact crack parts to be composed of two rough surfaces
having RMS (“root mean square”) roughness values of σrms1 and σrms2 respectively.
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The RMS roughness σrms is defined in [14] as the root over the average of all squared








The problem of two rough surfaces in contact can be transformed into the problem of
a “composite” surface, which has the relative profile of the two rough surfaces prior
to contact, in contact with a smooth, rigid surface (Figure 4.5 (upper middle)). The







The tops of the contacting asperities form small contact spots and get deformed by
the internal stress σint in the solid (Figure 4.5 (bottom)). The required force to deform


























Figure 4.5: Two rough surfaces in contact (top); “Composite surface” of one rough
surface, with the effective profile of two rough surfaces, in contact with a smooth rigid
surface (upper middle); Definition of hemispherical asperities (lower middle) [25];
Hemispheres building contact spots when deformed (bottom).
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of a rough surface profile to define the RMS roughness value.
Variable a in Equation 61 is the radius of the hemispherical top of the asperity.
Kim et al. [24] reconstructed this radius from RMS roughness values for the case of
a composite surface from the experimentally obtained ultrasonic interfacial stiffness
using a nonlinear least-squares optimization. Note, that δ in Equation 61 is the
approach of the smooth, rigid surface towards the rough surface (Figure 4.5 (lower
middle)). The coordinate axis z is attached to the top of the highest asperity and
points inwards the rough surface.
The stochastic distribution of asperity top heights on the composite surface is de-
scribed by the χ2-probability density function (PDF) φ(ξ, z), in which ξ are the
degrees of freedom (Figure 4.7).
The χ2-probability density function is chosen because of its advantages over exponen-
tial and Gaussian distributions. Asperities distributed according to a χ2-PDF have a
finite maximum height, as a real surface has. In contrast, exponential and Gaussian
distributions have a finite probability of finding an asperity at an infinite height [8].
Equation 64 describes the χ2-PDF as it is introduced by Kim et al. [24]. One of
the fundamental difficulties in the modeling of rough surfaces is the choice of appro-
priate parameters to characterize their roughness. In contrast to the rough surface
description Nazarov and Sutin [30] used, which requires the problematic choice of a
characteristic asperity height, our model using a χ2-PDF requires RMS roughness
values which can be measured by means of a profilometer.
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in which Γ stands for the Gamma function, an extension for non-integers of the well-
known factorial function. As a next step it is essential to set the approach δ by
which the plane, rigid surface moves towards the composite surface, in relation to the
generated asperity stress due to this approach. In order to relate these two quantities,





f(δ − z)φ(ξ; z)dz (65)
in which η is the number density of asperities and Anom is the nominal contact area.
We perform the integration in Equation 65 numerically using MATLAB. Note that
for an approach δ the force contribution of a specific asperity in a depth z is f(δ− z)
(Figure 4.7).
Having defined the required load P to cause a specific approach δ, the generated
asperity stress σasp follows by dividing the load P by the nominal contact area Anom
and inserting a minus to account for the fact that this nominal pressure P/Anom







f(δ − z)φ(ξ; z)dz. (66)
Figure 4.8 shows both the nominal pressure P/Anom and the reactive asperity stress




+ σasp = 0. (67)
Let us now develop an estimate for the internal stress σint. A theory for plane cracks
can be found in Sneddon [39].
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Figure 4.7: Exemplary hemispherical asperity tops distributed following a χ2- prob-
ability density function.
Figure 4.8: Nominal pressure P/Anom and reactive asperity stress σasp for the fol-
lowing choice of rough surface model parameters: 260 asperities per nominal contact
area, E = 195 GPa, ν = 0.305, σrms = 0.8 µm (chosen in the range of RMS rough-
ness values for rough interfaces [24], needs further experimental characterization), a
= σrms/(1.2E-3), ξ = 3.
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According to this theory, the normal displacement un(r) of crack surfaces in depen-






R2 − r2σo. (68)





Let us now assume that this theory is also valid for rough crack surfaces [10]. The
internal stress in the solid σint is σint = −σo and tries to close the crack. With the
crack volume Vcrack = πR
2δs and the equilibrium crack separation distance δs we get





(Example: δs = 3 nm, E = 195 GPa, R = 40 µm, ν = 0.305, σint = −9.9984MPa).
Note that for the next step, the equilibrium crack separation distance δs defines the
working point for the perturbative stress of the incident ultrasonic Rayleigh wave.
Any additional perturbative stress acting along with the internal stress in the solid
slightly increases and decreases the real contact area. As mentioned earlier, during
the compressional phase, the real contact area is increased, while during the ten-
sile phase the real contact area is decreased. In case of extremely large ultrasonic
wave amplitudes the real area of contact becomes zero, meaning that the crack faces
separate from each other. This “clapping” effect of crack faces is known to cause
tremendously high acoustic nonlinearity ( [9], [40]).
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The equilibrium state defines the working point for the derivation of the local stress-
strain relationship accounting for asperity contact crack parts. Later on, this working
point is set to be zero stress and zero strain to fit into the framework of a Mooney-
Rivlin hyperelasticity model.
We now assume an additional loading by an incident ultrasonic Rayleigh wave (Figure
4.9). Thereby, the applied stress σappl(t) on the interface is the sum of the internal
stress σint and the perturbative normal stress σxx(t) of the incident ultrasonic Rayleigh
wave
σappl(t) = σint + σxx(t) = σasp(t). (71)
Figure 4.9: Compressed interface under perturbative stress σxx(t) of an ultrasonic
Rayleigh wave.
Then the nonlinear stress-strain relationship due to asperity contact is derived as it
can be seen in Figure 4.10. Note that the origin of the z axis now is in a depth of 30
nm and the axis points outward of the rough composite surface.
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This coordinate transform is required because of a sign convention for compressional
stresses in ABAQUS.
Figure 4.10: Generated asperity stress in dependency of approach δ.
Let us assume an internal stress σint = – 10 MPa acting on the interface. Thus, the
composite surface becomes compressed by an approach δ ≈ 20.1 nm. The additional
ultrasonic stress σxx(t) perturbs this equilibrium state. We now define the working
point to be zero stress and zero strain. Furthermore, we portion the nominal strain
caused by the Rayleigh wave in a linear medium proportionately to the asymmetric
stress-displacement characteristic of the asperity contact and get the two intervals (ε –
εult1) and (εult2 – ε). Due to this transition from the stress-displacement relationship to
a stress-strain relationship, we get the nonlinear stress-strain relationship describing
asperity contact crack parts as can be seen in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Nonlinear stress-strain relationship describing asperity contact crack
parts.
The derivation of the effective stress-strain relationship which describes the whole
crack is now straightforward. We get it by taking a weighted average of the three
local stress-strain relationships in Figure 4.12 (Contact state 1, 2, and 3).
Figure 4.12: Three local stress-strain relationships describing the three different
states of contact.
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4.1.5 Weighted Average of Local Stress-Strain Relationships
We obtain the effective stress-strain relationship as a weighted average (Equation 72)












State 3: “Asperity contact”
Figure 4.13 shows an exemplary effective stress-strain relationship for 50% fully-closed
crack parts, 50% asperity contact crack parts, and 0% fully-opened crack parts.
Figure 4.13: Effective stress-strain relationship for 50% fully-closed crack parts, 50%
asperity contact crack parts and 0% fully-opened crack parts.
Having obtained the effective stress-strain relationship of a single microcrack, the next
step is to implement this stress-strain relationship in a FE-model to perform stud-
ies on the generated acoustic nonlinearity by distributed microcracks. For stability
reasons and since it fits the effective stress-strain relationship the best, a polyno-
mial hyperelasticity material model of order 1, i.e. the Mooney-Rivlin hyperelasticity
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model, is chosen. A least-squares optimization in ABAQUS is used to obtain the
input parameters for the Mooney-Rivlin model to fit the desired material behavior.
Figure 4.14 (top) shows both the effective and the optimized hyperelastic stress-
strain relationship. In Figure 4.14 (bottom), the error between the two stress-strain
relationships is shown. As can be clearly seen, the error is negligible small. Therefore,
it can be said that the effective stress-strain relationship follows the Mooney-Rivlin
nonlinear hyperelastic behavior.
Figure 4.14: Comparison of effective stress-strain relationship and optimized hyper-
elastic stress-strain relationship (top) and error in MPa (bottom).
In order to qualitatively compare our results for the dependency of acoustic nonlin-
earity on crack density, we introduce the nonlinearity parameter βcrk as proposed by
Cantrell [10].
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Cantrell uses the rough surface contact model proposed by Nazarov and Sutin [30] to
derive the acoustic nonlinearity from randomly distributed penny-shaped cracks in a


































Ncrk is the crack density, hs the characteristic asperity height and R the radius of
the penny-shaped cracks Cantrell proposed. Figure 4.15 shows βcrk (Equation 73) for
relatively small crack densities.
Figure 4.15: Acoustic nonlinearity parameter βcrk [10] for small crack densities (cho-
sen contact model parameters: crack equilibrium separation ds = 30nm, Poisson’s
ratio ν = 0.25, crack radius R = 1mm, characteristic asperity height hs = 10nm).
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Note that the dotted line (βcrk for dilute concentration of cracks) is calculated by only
considering the term in front of the brackets in Equation 73. This is valid for small
crack densities [10]. Having a dilute concentration of cracks, we observe an almost
linear relationship between crack density and acoustic nonlinearity.
Figure 4.16 reveals that Cantrell’s measure βcrk for acoustic nonlinearity is only addi-
tive for relatively small crack densities. Despite having been derived for longitudinal
wave incidence, the same trends are observed for Rayleigh waves in Chapter 6.
Figure 4.16: Acoustic nonlinearity parameter βcrk [10] for higher crack densities
(chosen contact model parameters: crack equilibrium separation ds = 30nm, Poisson’s
ratio ν = 0.25, crack radius R = 1mm, characteristic asperity height hs = 10nm).
Besides the normal stress σxx(t) of the Rayleigh wave also its shear stress σxz(t) acts
on the interface and introduces a nonlinear friction mechanism, another type of CAN.
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4.2 Frictional Interface under Rayleigh Wave Drive
Besides the previously investigated CAN generated by an imperfect interface under
normal wave incidence, the interaction between an ultrasonic wave and a frictional
interface is of special interest in NDE. A reason for that is the odd harmonic generation
in an initially monochromatic ultrasonic wave by e.g. partially closed cracks which
can be thus detected. Previous studies by Blanloeuil et al. [6] and Solodov et al. [40]
focused on a frictional interface under a shear wave drive. In this research, the
interaction of a Rayleigh wave with a frictional interface is investigated and studied
numerically for distributed interfaces later on.
4.2.1 Normal Force in Different Contact States
In the framework of the last section about different opening states of a crack, in
fully-closed crack parts the normal stress at the interface causes a normal force
FN1(t) = σn(t)AC2 (75)
with
σn(t) = σint + σxx(t) (76)
and
AC1 = w1Anom. (77)
AC1 as a portion w1 of the nominal contact area Anom is the area of all crack parts in
contact state 1. Moreover, fully-opened crack parts are not in contact (area of crack
parts in contact state 2, AC2 = 0). Hence, no normal force can develop in these crack
parts
FN2 = 0. (78)
In asperity contact crack parts, a normal force
FN3(t) = σn(t)AC3 (79)
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develops. Note that the real contact area is assumed to be constant. This assumption
is valid when a high portion of the crack is fully-closed and the change in real contact
area is small compared to AC1.
Figure 4.17 (top) shows the real area of contact for the asperity contact crack parts.
Moreover, Figure 4.17 (bottom) reveals an almost linear increase in real contact area
over the nominal pressure acting on the interface.
4.2.2 Static Friction Force Threshold
We get the averaged normal force FN(t) acting on the entire interface by taking the







Thus, the static friction force which has to be overcome to cause the interface to
change from “sticking” (no transverse motion) to “slipping” (transverse motion) is
FRstat(t) = µstatFN(t) (81)
with the static friction coefficient µstat = 0.15 for crack faces as approximately pro-
posed by Bower [7]. Figure 4.18 shows the time-dependence of the averaged normal
force FN(t) and the static friction force threshold FRstat(t).
This static friction force is a threshold friction force, which means that it is the
maximum force the frictional interface can bear before it passes from “sticking” to
“slipping”.
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Figure 4.17: Real area of contact in dependency of approach δ (top) and real area
of contact in dependency of nominal pressure at the interface revealing almost linear
relationship.
4.2.3 Rayleigh Wave Shear Stress Component as Driving Force
The driving force of the interface is the shear stress of the Rayleigh wave which is
time-dependent and at the stress-free surface delayed by 90◦ in phase relative to the
Rayleigh wave normal stress σxx(t).
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Figure 4.18: Averaged normal force FN(t) and static friction force threshold FRstat(t)
for w1 = 0.97, w2 = 0, w3 = 0.03, σxx = 1.2019 MPa, σxz = 0.3172 MPa, σint = 2
MPa, µstat = 0.15, excitation amplitude 5 nm, crack depth 180 µm.
Figure 4.19 shows both the normal stress σxx(t) of the Rayleigh wave and the Rayleigh
wave shear stress σxz(t), both for an exemplary point near the surface of the specimen
in a depth of 72 µm.
Note that at this location, the normal stress is more than three times higher than
the shear stress. Whenever the force due to the shear stress exceeds the threshold
FRstat(t), “slipping” of the frictional interface occurs, and vice versa.
Note that this threshold is valid for both directions along the interface. The force
due to the Rayleigh wave shear stress σxz(t) acting on the real area of contact is
Fshear(t) = σxz(t)Areal (82)
with the real contact area Areal in this case being the sum of areas from all three area






Directly at the surface the Rayleigh wave shear stress σxz(t) is too small compared
to the normal stress σxx(t) to cause sliding of the interface, meaning that the sliding
contribution for short surface-breaking cracks (e.g. 0− 30 µm) seems to be minor.
Figure 4.19: Rayleigh wave normal stress σxx(t) and by 90◦ phase-delayed shear
stress σxz(t) at a point near the surface of the specimen.
Figure 4.20: Static friction force threshold FRstat(t) (in two directions) and force
Fshear(t) due to the Rayleigh wave shear stress. Bands indicate the states of “sticking”
and “slipping”.
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However, for longer cracks (e.g. up to 180 µm) sliding could occur since by averaging
the normal and shear stresses along the depth of the crack the averaged shear stress
becomes big enough to cause sliding. The stresses are obtained at element integration
points from an ABAQUS simulation.
The transverse motion of the interface causes a symmetrical variation of the tangential
interface stiffness [34] twice over one input strain period (Figure 4.21). As a result,
the Fourier spectrum of the received signal behind the frictional interface only shows
odd harmonics. Once the static friction force threshold is overcome, the interface
starts to slide and immediately a dynamic friction force FRdyn(t) – an applied force –
is acting against the motion. The dynamic friction force FRdyn(t) can be calculated
following Coulomb’s law
FRdyn(t) = µdynFN(t) (84)
in which µdyn is the dynamic friction coefficient of the crack faces chosen to be µdyn =
0.1.
Figure 4.21 shows a schematic of the hysteretic stress-strain relationship describing the
frictional interface under stick-slip motion. Note that the tangential interface stiffness
Cstick during the phases of sticking (2) and (4) is higher than the tangential interface
stiffness Cslip during the phases of slipping (1) and (3). The ratio of the tangential
interface stiffnesses Cstick and Cslip is assumed to be linearly proportional to the ratio
of the static and dynamic friction coefficients µstat and µdyn. The determination of
the exact relationship between these ratios needs further investigations.
The following chapter presents a FE-model which is used to numerically study the
effect randomly distributed surface-breaking microcracks have on higher harmonic
generation in Rayleigh surface waves.
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Figure 4.21: Schematic showing the hysteretic stress-strain relationship describing
the interface under stick-slip motion and the symmetrical variation of the tangential
interface stiffness twice over one input strain period.
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CHAPTER V
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF RANDOMLY
DISTRIBUTED MICROCRACKS
In order to study the dependency of the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β on the
microcrack parameters including crack density, different percentages of crack open-
ing states and varying crack face roughnesses, we delevoped a two-dimensional finite
element model. This chapter summarizes the most important properties of this FE-
model. The two types of contact acoustic nonlinearity investigated in the previous
chapter are studied separately. The effect of the Rayleigh wave normal stress σxx(t)
on the compressed interfaces – under an internal stress σint – is studied by assigning
the effective stress-strain relationship (Chapter 4) to “crack elements,” which are dis-
tributed elements at the surface of the specimen. Additionally, we developed another
FE-model to study odd harmonic generation due to a nonlinear friction mechanism
which we realized using a master-slave contact surface approach, constraining the
opening of the contact and assigning a friction coefficient to the contact surfaces.
5.1 Finite Element Modeling - Normal Direction
The workflow to build the FE-model and perform the simulations is: (1) the geometry
is built and a finite element mesh is generated using the preprocessor HyperMesh; (2)
the node coordinates and element definitions are exported to an ABAQUS input file
in which the analysis steps are defined in detail; and (3) the input file is submitted
to the ABAQUS Explicit solver for a time-domain analysis.
The FE-model focuses on proper Rayleigh wave generation and the practical imple-
mentation of the effective stress-strain relationship derived previously.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic showing the wedge-specimen assembly including excitation,
bearings, testzone for “crack elements” with receiver positions 1-12 and infinite ele-
ments.
As can be seen in Figure 5.1 the FE-model consists of a plastic wedge and a stainless
steel specimen. In a fashion similar to the method used in experiments to excite
Rayleigh surface waves, we excite longitudinal waves at the flank of the wedge and let
them hit the boundary between wedge and specimen under the Rayleigh critical angle
(Equation 37). Note that for Rayleigh wave generation the longitudinal wave velocity
in the wedge has to be smaller than the Rayleigh wave velocity in the specimen. This
leads us to the choice of materials for both wedge and specimen. The material prop-
erties of the wedge are taken from the COMSOL material library. Young’s modulus
and density of 304 stainless steel are taken from [3]. Poisson’s ratio has been chosen
in the range of values typical for steel found in various references.
5.1.1 Material
Since this analysis focuses solely on nonlinear effects from distributed microcracks,
the wedge material is modeled as linear elastic. The material properties of the wedge
can be found in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Material properties of acrylic plastic wedge
Description Symbol Value
Young’s modulus E 3.2 GPa
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.35
mass density ρ 1190 kg/m3
Lamé parametera λ 2.8 GPa
Lamé parametera µ 1.2 GPa
velocity P-wavea cP1 2077.5 m/s
velocity S-wavea cS1 998.0 m/s
aCalculated from listed properties
Furthermore, the specimen material properties of 304 stainless steel are listed in Table
5.2. Note that the coupling between the wedge and specimen is assumed as perfect,
i.e. wedge and specimen share nodes at the boundary between them. Hence, the
wedge and specimen are the same solid but have different material properties. This
coupling condition is also desired in the experiments.
Table 5.2: Material properties of 304 stainless steel
Description Symbol Value
Young’s modulus E 195 GPa
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.305
mass density ρ 8000 kg/m3
Lamé parametera λ 116.9 GPa
Lamé parametera µ 74.7 GPa
velocity P-wavea cP2 5769.3 m/s
velocity S-wavea cS2 3055.9 m/s
aCalculated from listed properties
5.1.2 Excitation
The generation of longitudinal waves in the wedge is realized by a prescribed dis-
placement boundary condition on the wedge flank. Figure 5.2 shows a schematic
indicating waves which initiate at the nodes (yellow) and form an envelope wavefront
(green) [47]. An excitation amplitude of 2 x 10−9 m is used to excite longitudi-
nal waves in the wedge. This displacement value is in the range of experimentally
obtained surface displacement amplitudes [5].
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Figure 5.2: Assembly of point sources (yellow) along the excitation site and envelope
wavefront (green) [47].
5.1.3 Boundary Conditions
As mentioned in the previous section, displacement boundary conditions at the exci-
tation node set are used to initiate the elastic longitudinal stress perturbations in the
wedge. Additionally, the translational degrees of freedom of the nodes in the lower
left and right corners of the specimen (Figure 5.1) are constrained to be zero in order
to prevent moving of the assembly as a whole (rigid body motions).
5.1.4 Implementation of Nonlinear Material Behavior
After deriving the effective stress-strain relationship, a way is needed to implement
this stress-strain relationship into ABAQUS. Since the shape of the effective stress-
strain relationship is similar to stress-strain relationships of hyperelastic materials,
various hyperelastic materials are investigated regarding their suitability to fit the
effective stress-strain relationship. For stability reasons and since it fits the desired
material behavior the best, we select a Mooney-Rivlin hyperelasticity model. In order
to fit the input parameters for this material model, we use ABAQUS to perform a
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Figure 5.3: Schematic showing the wedge-specimen assembly including longitudinal
waves in the wedge as well as Rayleigh waves propagating along the stress-free surface
of the specimen. Infinite Elements and “crack elements” (2) are indicated.
least-squares optimization. A comparison of both stress-strain relationships shows
good agreement and negligible error (Figure 4.14). To perform the optimization, we
use the nominal stress and strain data of the effective stress-strain relationship as an
artificial test data. The reason for this is that the optimization algorithm in ABAQUS
is implemented originally to fit Mooney-Rivlin parameters to experimental data. In
our case, we can utilize the power of the underlying optimization algorithm for our
interests.
5.1.5 Mesh
When dealing with the FE-modeling of waves propagating in a solid, often the rule
of thumb of 20 nodes per smallest wavelength of interest is mentioned [29]. Since this
research investigates microcracks which are very small compared to the wavelength of
the Rayleigh wave at 2 MHz frequency, the key length scale to consider is the size of
the “crack elements.” Beginning at the surface, we increase the element size in several
steps towards the bottom of the specimen since only in the near-surface region a high
resolution is necessary. Hence, we can decrease the computational effort significantly.
The standard mesh size in the near-surface region is chosen to be 28.8 µm.
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Wedge and specimen are modeled using CPE3 and CPE4R elements, with the latter
being reduced integration plane strain elements with hourglass control. The FE-model
solves for around 1.17 million degrees of freedom.
5.1.5.1 Absorbing Boundary – Infinite Elements
One problem which can effect simulation results are wave reflections at model bound-
aries. In order to counteract these reflection effects infinite elements (ABAQUS ele-
ment type CINPE4) are generated at the bottom and the right end of the specimen.
Despite mimicking an infinite space, these elements do not fully prevent wave re-
flections from model boundaries. Thus, we extend the specimen length so that the
reflected waves do not disturb the node displacements in the test zone for microcracks.
The depth of the specimen is also important for proper Rayleigh wave generation. If
the depth is too small, Lamb waves instead of Rayleigh waves are generated. Since
waves with higher frequencies, i.e. with smaller wavelengths, decay faster in ampli-
tude with increasing depth, the wavelength of the fundamental wave is critical when
choosing the depth of the specimen. The depth of the specimen is chosen to be 9
mm (or in multiples of the fundamental and second harmonic Rayleigh wavelength
6.4λRfund and 12.8λRsec).
5.1.5.2 Generation of Random Distributions
The random distributions of “crack elements” are realized by renumbering elements
in the test zone on the surface of the specimen (Figure 5.1) and randomly permuting
these numbers in MATLAB. After that, the first 100, 200, 300, ... randomly per-
muted element numbers are taken, put into the ABAQUS input file and assigned the
nonlinear material behavior. Note that we assign a linear elastic material behavior
to the remaining elements in the test zone. The crack densities are similar to exper-
imental observations by Zeitvogel et al. [48] who focused in one part of his research
on analyzing micrographs of SCC-microcracked specimens.
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5.1.6 Simulation
The simulations are performed on a Dell workstation with 8 cores, 3.6 GHz and 32
GB RAM. Using the capabilities of ABAQUS concerning parallel computing which
allows for the parallel use of all 8 cores to perform the simulations, the simulation
time is, depending on the crack density, around 20-30 minutes.
5.1.6.1 Time Increment and Simulation Time
Besides having a satisfying resolution in space, also an appropriate resolution in time
has to be chosen. According to Moser et al. [29], the time increment should be chosen
to be ∆t = 1/(20fmax) in which fmax is the highest frequency of interest. For the
second harmonic frequency of 4 MHz the required timestep becomes ∆t = 1s/(20
x 4E6) = 12.5 ns. In order to have appropriate resolution for the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) in the signal processing of node displacements, a time increment
of 1 ns is chosen.
Simulations with smaller time increments show the same results. Thus, we conclude
that the model converges.
In order to excite a specific amount of cycles, we divide the analysis into two steps. In
the first step, the periodic displacement boundary conditions at the flank of the wedge
are active. We choose a step time of t1 = 1.1 x 10
−5s. Since we use a frequency f =
2MHz, this results in the excitation of (1.1 x 10−5s · 2MHz =) 22 cycles. In the second
step, these periodic displacement boundary conditions are inactive. Henceforth, no
longitudinal waves are excited anymore. The step time of the second analysis step
is t2 = 3 x 10
−5s. The resulting total simulation time of tsim = t1 + t2 = 4.1 x
10−5s prevents the reflected waves from the right model boundary disturbing the
node displacements in the test zone for “crack elements.”
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Figure 5.4: Signal processing of time-domain node displacement signals to calculate
the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β and study it for varying crack densities.
5.1.7 Signal Processing
Figure 5.4 shows the signal processing procedure to analyze the time-domain node
displacement signals in order to finally calculate the acoustic nonlinearity parameter,
β. First, the vertical node displacements (U2) of 12 equally spaced nodes on the stress-
free surface (the distance between these nodes is 5mm) of the specimen are loaded from
an ABAQUS report file. Second, a steady-state portion of each node displacement
signal is chosen. Third, we apply a Hanning window in order to reduce the influence
of side lobes in the frequency spectrum. Note that the node displacements for these 12
nodes are stored for each time increment (each nanosecond). In contrast, displacement
information for the whole model is only stored for 20 evenly spaced time intervals in
each step to decrease the required disk space. Figure 5.5 shows a typical vertical node
displacement at receiver position 9 for the linear model, i.e. for zero crack density.
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As a next step, a DFT is performed on the extracted steady-state portion. Similar
to [28], the amplitudes in the frequency domain are calculated back from the empirical
formula
time-domain amplitude =
4 x frequency domain amplitude
number of data points used for Hanning window
. (85)
Figure 5.5: Vertical node displacement signal (U2) at receiver position 9 (blue), and
Hanning windowed steady-state portion of the displacement signal (green) for zero
crack density (undamaged material).
Figure 5.6 shows the frequency spectrum of the vertical displacement signal at receiver
position 9. As can be clearly seen, in an undamaged medium, the Rayleigh wave stays
monochromatic. A typical vertical node displacement signal at receiver position 9 for
a high crack density of 27.27 cracks/millimeter is shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: Frequency spectrum of vertical node displacement signal at receiver
position 9 for zero crack density (undamaged material).
The frequency spectrum of this node displacement (receiver position 9) clearly reveals
a peak at the second harmonic frequency (Figure 5.8). Note that the wave amplitude
decreases very little since the scattering effect of the microcracks is very small.
Figure 5.7: Vertical node displacement signal (U2) at receiver position 9 for specimen
with high crack density (27.27 cracks/millimeter) and 95% fully-closed crack parts
and 5% asperity contact crack parts.
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In order to eliminate high-frequency noise, we design and apply a fourth-order But-
terworth lowpass filter on the node displacement signals.
Figure 5.8: Frequency spectrum of vertical node displacement signal at receiver
position 9 for a specimen with a high crack density (27.27 cracks/millimeter) and
95% fully-closed and 5% asperity contact crack parts, clearly showing the peak at the
second harmonic frequency of 4 MHz.
Figure 5.9: Horizontal Rayleigh wave displacement field (U1) in the specimen (dis-
placement values in mm).
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Figure 5.9 and 5.10 show the horizontal (U1) and vertical (U2) displacement fields of
the Rayleigh waves obtained in the FE-simulation and qualitatively confirm proper
Rayleigh wave generation in the specimen.
Figure 5.10: Vertical Rayleigh wave displacement field (U2) in the specimen (dis-
placement values in mm).
Having obtained the frequency spectrum of the node displacement of a specific receiver
position, the amplitudes of the first and second harmonic waves are stored, the second
harmonic amplitude A2 is normalized by the squared first harmonic amplitude A
2
1 and
plotted over the propagation distance.
The same procedure is done for all of the 12 receiver positions. Furthermore, a
linear fit for the harmonic ratio A2
A21
over propagation distance is performed. The
slope of this linear fit is stored and multiplied by a constant term to obtain the
absolute acoustic nonlinearity parameter β. We perform the same simulation for
a range of microcrack densities from 0 cracks/millimeter (linear case) up to 27.27
cracks/millimeter in steps of 1.818 cracks/millimeter. The crack densities are chosen
to be in the range of experimental observations by Zeitvogel et al. [48]. A MATLAB
code has been developed to automatically perform the signal processing procedure
for all receiver positions.
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Our model for microcracks, and therefore the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β,
depends on several model parameters which are summarized in Figure 5.11 and shown
in which part of the modeling process they are required. First, the rough surface
contact model to derive the nonlinear stress-strain relationship for asperity contact
crack parts requires the RMS crack face roughness as well as an asperity number
density and the choice of the degrees of freedom ξ for the χ2-probability density
function. Note that all of these parameters can be measured or estimated from
experimental observations.
Moreover, macroscopic material properties such as Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio
and density are required because β should of course depend on the investigated ma-
terial. Since the effective stress-strain relationship is a result of a weighted average of
local stress-strain relationships accounting for different crack opening states, the cho-
sen weighting factors are another input to the model. Once the effective stress-strain
relationship is obtained, the task is to optimize the parameters for a Mooney-Rivlin
hyperelasticity model so that the resulting constitutive relationship fits the desired
material behavior. Having said this, the parameters for the hyperelasticity model
are not really additional input parameters, since they only try to fit what already
has been defined by previous input parameters such as the parameters describing the
stochastic nature of the rough surfaces. Finally, the crack density is an additional
parameter. To summarize, our model for microcracks depends only on parameters
which can be experimentally obtained or estimated by evaluation of micrographs of
microcracked components.
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Figure 5.11: Overview of the modeling process and the required model parameters
on which the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β depends.
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5.2 Finite Element Modeling – Frictional Interface
Besides the normal stress Rayleigh waves impose on microcracks, Rayleigh waves also
impose shear stress on the interface which can cause the crack faces to slide against
each other. This section gives remarks [22] on the numerical description of this
phenomenon and the FE-model which has been developed to study the dependency
of odd higher harmonic generation in Rayleigh waves on shear stress driven randomly
distributed frictional interfaces.
5.2.1 Numerical Background
Under Rayleigh wave incidence, the two crack faces of a microcrack impose both
normal and shear stresses on each other. Note that these stresses only act on the
crack faces when they are in contact. Unlike the real crack faces, finite element based
surfaces do not impose any stresses on other finite element based surfaces as long
as the user does not define that they can come into contact with each other. That
means, if no contact surfaces are defined, finite elements penetrate each other.
Once these contact surfaces are defined, FE-codes such as ABAQUS are capable of
determining if the surfaces are in contact or not. Sophisticated search algorithms keep
track of the motion of the surfaces which could be able to come into contact. ABAQUS
proceeds for one time increment under the assumption that contact between the two
surfaces does not occur. After this time increment the FE-code checks if contact
occured during the time increment. If no contact occurred, ABAQUS proceeds to the
next time step. If contact occurred, ABAQUS performs acceleration corrections on
the nodes involved. In the case of a pure master-slave approach (which means that
one surface is treated as the master surface and one surface is treated as the slave
surface), these acceleration corrections are applied on the kinematics of the slave nodes
to comply with the constraint. ABAQUS calculates the resisting force that would have
been required to prevent penetration. In a pure master-slave contact surface approach,
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the master surface is allowed to penetrate the slave surface. Since we want to solely
focus on the nonlinearity from the friction mechanism, we prefer a balanced master-
slave approach which minimizes the penetration of contacting surfaces. Whereas
in a pure master-slave approach one distinct master and one distinct slave surface
is defined, a balanced master-slave approach calculates the accelerations corrections
twice, one time with one surface as master and one surface as slave surface and
vice versa. The final acceleration correction is obtained by the averaging of the two
corrections [22]. After applying the acceleration corrections we obtain a corrected
configuration in which contact constraints are enforced.
Once the surfaces are in contact, ABAQUS requires a definition of the interaction
properties in both normal and transverse directions.
5.2.2 Normal Contact Constraint
We choose the zero penetration condition “hard contact,” i.e. the contacting surfaces
cannot penetrate each other. In addition, we use a balanced master-slave approach
with a weighting factor of 0.5 and the surface-to-surface contact option. Furthermore,
we choose the small-sliding formulation since the relative motion between two element
faces describing the frictional interface of a microcrack is significantly smaller than
the length of the involved element faces.
As a mechanical constraint formulation, the kinematic contact method is chosen.
Finally, the “no separation after contact” option prevents wave rectification.
5.2.3 Surface Interaction Model – Coulomb Friction
After establishing the contact between two surfaces, the tangential interaction of the
involved surfaces has to be defined. In this research we make use of the Coulomb
friction model. Until the shear stress overcomes a critical shear stress limit, the
tangential motion is zero. As the previous chapter discussed in more detail, this
critical shear stress limit depends on the normal contact stress. When the shear
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Figure 5.12: FE-model showing an exemplary random distribution of 300 frictional
interfaces.
stress overcomes the shear stress limit, a Coulomb friction force acts against the
relative tangential motion of the two surfaces as long as contact is established.
In order to study the effect of frictional interfaces on odd harmonic generation in
Rayleigh waves, the same FE-model as proposed in the previous section is used,
with the difference that both the wedge and the specimen are linear elastic and
the nonlinearity is solely due to the frictional interfaces. A sample model has been
built for the case of 300 randomly distributed frictional interfaces (Figure 5.12). To
create the frictional interfaces, the connections between elements at the surface of the
specimen have been removed manually. This was only possible by already removing
the connections in the geometry description. In the next step, 600 contact surfaces
have been defined.
Finally, the same interaction properties were assigned to all frictional interfaces in
the input file. The same simulation time and element size as in the FE-model in the
previous section is used.
The following chapter presents the simulation results of both FE-models. The depen-
dency of the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β on crack density and surface roughness
is studied. Moreover, odd harmonic generation in Rayleigh waves is shown.
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CHAPTER VI
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter summarizes the simulation results of the FE-models which are introduced
in the previous chapter. The dependency of the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β for
Rayleigh waves on crack density is shown. Moreover, the dependency of β on both
varying crack opening states and RMS roughnesses of the crack faces is determined.
As described in the previous chapter, the node displacement at the 12 receiver posi-
tions are stored for each time step. A Hanning window is imposed on the steady-state
portion of the node displacement signal. Then a DFT is performed on the Hanning
windowed signal and the amplitudes in the frequency domain are calculated. Having
obtained the first and second harmonic amplitudes A1 and A2, the harmonic ratio
A2
A21
is plotted over the propagation distance, x.
6.1 Dependency of the Harmonic Ratio on Crack Density
Figure 6.1 shows the harmonic ratio A2
A21
as a function of propagation distance for three
distinct crack densities of 9.1, 18.2, and 27.3 microcracks/millimeter. The harmonic
ratio increases linearly with propagation distance for all three crack densities. More-
over, the slope – the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β – of the linear fit increases
with crack density. This confirms that NLU methods can be applied to monitor mi-
crocrack damage in components, and to quantitatively relate the harmonic ratio to
the severeness of existing damage. When evaluating Figure 6.1, the question is raised
how the slope of the linear fit lines depend on crack density. A numerical study is
performed for a range of crack densities from 0 cracks/millimeter (linear case) up to
27.27 cracks/millimeter in steps of 1.818 cracks/millimeter. The dependency of β on
crack density is studied for different opening state percentages of the cracks.
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Figure 6.1: Harmonic ratio over propagation distance for the three distinct crack
densities 9.1, 18.2, and 27.3 cracks/millimeter.
6.2 Dependency of β on Opening State and Crack Density
Figure 6.2 shows the dependency of the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β on both
crack density and different compositions of crack opening states. It becomes clear
that β increases with increasing microcrack damage. For small crack densities (“di-
lute concentration”), this increase is linearly related to the increase in crack density,
indicating that there are no interactions between adjacent cracks. For higher crack
densities, the microcracks are assumed to start to interact, and the acoustic nonlin-
earity is no longer additive. This is similar to the behavior seen by Cantrell [10] as
described in Chapter 4 for the case of longitudinal waves. This qualitatively validates
the properness of the current numerical study. Note that there is no specific thresh-
old crack density, but instead a transition zone from small to higher crack densities
in which the acoustic nonlinearity, β, starts to saturate. However, a typical crack
density threshold is marked in Figure 6.2 (8 cracks/millimeter). For the case of 95%
fully-closed crack parts and 5% asperity contact crack parts, the acoustic nonlinearity
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is higher than the one obtained from simulations with the same crack densities but
lower percentages of asperity contact crack parts. This is consistent with what is
expected.
Figure 6.2: Normalized acoustic nonlinearity parameter β in dependency of crack
density and percentages of crack opening states.
6.3 Effect of Crack Face Roughness
In order to study the dependency of β on crack face roughness, the nonlinear stress-
strain relationship accounting for asperity contact crack parts is derived for three
different RMS roughness values of the composite surface (see Chapter 4 for details).
Three simulations for exactly the same choice of crack opening state percentages and
crack density are performed, and the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β determined.
Figure 6.3 shows that β increases with increasing roughness of the crack faces. This
makes sense since the rougher the crack faces, the more flexible and more nonlinear
the interfaces are.
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Figure 6.3: Acoustic nonlinearity parameter β for three different RMS roughnesses
of the composite surface as input to the derivation of the nonlinear stress-strain
relationship accounting for asperity contact crack parts.
6.4 Odd Harmonic Generation by Frictional Interfaces
After chapter 4 investigated the stick-slip motion of a single frictional interface under
a Rayleigh wave drive, this section presents preliminary simulation results obtained
by the second FE-model to study odd harmonic generation in Rayleigh waves due to
randomly distributed frictional interfaces.
Figure 6.4 shows a sample frequency spectrum of the vertical node displacement for
the case of 300 frictional interfaces, a friction coefficient of µ = 0.15, an excitation
amplitude of 5 nm, and with constraining of the opening of the contacts.
Since we want to solely focus on the effect of the frictional interfaces and not the effect
of the opening and closing of the contact, a way has to be found to prevent opening of
the contact. This is achieved by the generation of coincident nodes at each interface.
We locate the nodes on both contact surfaces at the same position. Following this
modification, the contact is closed initially. Using the option “no separation after
contact” prevents the opening of the contact. Therefore, the contact faces cannot
separate, but instead slide against each other under a Coulomb friction model.
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The frequency spectrum only shows peaks at the odd higher harmonic frequencies (6
and 10 MHz), which fits with the observations of Solodov et al. [40] and Blanloeuil
et al. [6] who investigated frictional interfaces under a shear wave drive.
Figure 6.4: Sample frequency spectrum of vertical node displacement (U2) reveal-




CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusion
This work presents a micromechanical model for the nonlinearity of randomly dis-
tributed surface microcracks which are compressed under an internal stress in the
solid. The behavior of a microcrack in the normal direction has been modeled by an
effective stress-strain relationship which results from a weighted average of local stress-
strain relationships which account for different opening states of a microcrack along
its crack path. Whereas one local stress-strain relationship accounts for fully-closed
crack parts which have been modeled by a linear stress-strain relationship, another
local stress-strain relationship accounts for fully-opened crack parts which cause zero
stress transmission across the crack faces. In the remaining crack parts asperity con-
tact takes place. These crack parts have been modeled by a nonlinear stress-strain
relationship. The derivation of this nonlinear stress-strain relationship builds upon
the classical rough surface contact model of Greenwood and Williamson [18] in the
framework Nazarov and Sutin [30] proposed. In order to study the effect of random
distributions of microcracks on the generation of higher harmonics in Rayleigh surface
waves, a FE-model has been developed. Using a least-squares optimization, the input
parameters of a Mooney-Rivlin hyperelasticity model have been optimized to fit the
desired material behavior. In the FE-model, “crack elements” behave in accordance
to the effective stress-strain relationship. The dependency of the acoustic nonlinearity
in Rayleigh surface waves has been studied for varying microcrack densities. The sim-
ulation results make qualitative sense and agree with the previous work by Cantrell
for the case of longitudinal waves [10]. Moreover, the acoustic nonlinearity increased
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with crack surface roughness. Second harmonic generation (SHG) has been found to
be a reliable technique to monitor damage due to distributed surface-breaking micro-
cracks. For small crack densities, the acoustic nonlinearity increases almost linearly
with crack density. However, for higher crack densities the acoustic nonlinearity is
not additive anymore.
In addition to the contact problem of rough crack faces under a combination of internal
stress in the solid and Rayleigh wave normal stress, the transverse motion of crack
faces due to the Rayleigh wave shear stress has been investigated. Whereas the normal
stress alternates the compressive stress at the interface and causes a sinusoidal static
friction force threshold, the Rayleigh wave shear stress drives the frictional interface.
As long as the static friction force threshold is overcome, the interface slips. Due to a
symmetric stiffness variation twice over one input strain period, only odd harmonics
are generated due to the nonlinear friction mechanism. Odd harmonic generation
has also been observed in the simulation results of a second FE-model which uses
a master-slave contact surface approach with constraining of the opening to prevent
wave rectification.
7.2 Future Work
In order to further develop the modeling of randomly distributed surface microcracks,
the combined effect of normal and transverse motion of rough crack faces has to be
investigated and implemented into a FE-model. To realize this combination, the
numerical constraint “no separation after contact” has to be replaced by a more
physical realization which enables us to adjust the contact normal pressure at the
interface.
To adjust the model parameters for the underlying micromechanical model, experi-
mental characterization of crack face roughness as well as static and dynamic micro-
crack friction coefficients is required.
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